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Abstract
In this thesis, we study comparative questions on the Russian weba specic type of inquiries users submit with the intent of comparing two or more
objects. In particular, we develop approaches to distinguish comparative questions from other questions and evaluate the performance. As a result, we are
able to estimate the amount of comparative questions among all questions submitted to the Russian search engine Yandex and posted on the question answering platform Otvety@Mail.ru in the year 2012. We have found about 1%
of the questions asked in Yandex are comparative, which means every two
seconds one comparative question is submitted to the search engine, and approximately 1.6% of the questions asked on Otvety@Mail.ru are comparative.
The contributions of this thesis comprise creating a collection of lexicosyntactic patterns to identify comparative questions in Russian, a patternbased comparative question classication model, manually annotated datasets
with comparative and non-comparative questions in Russian, an automated
machine learning-based comparative question classier, and qualitative analyses of comparative questions on the Russian web.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

We will not have understood an ability, such as the human
mastery of a natural language, until we have found a theory,
a formal system of rules, for describing this competence.
 Hubert L. Dreyfus, What Computers Can't Do.

On a daily basis a single person faces a steadily expanding variety of choices,
what device to buy, where to go on vacation, or what programming language
to learn rst. In many cases a decision is made based on the results of comparison of a preferred entity or object against one or more others. Individuals
then often seek for advice from other persons or simply use a web search engine to compare objects. However, many of today's search engines often still
simply output a list of ranked web pages regardless of the query intents. Unfortunately, conventional search engines such as Google or Yandexthe biggest
media portal and the most popular search engine in Russiando not yet recognize and treat requests for comparison or comparative queries any dierently.
Users eventually have to scan through a search engine result page and visit
several web resources in order to nd information on the compared objects in
a form of advice and opinions containing reasons to choose one object over
another or advantages and disadvantages. Thus, the common approach to the
present search result representation can be inconvenient for the users who want
to compare objects. However, a request for comparison could often be immediately satised with a particular representation on the search engine result
page, though. Therefore, being able to recognize and dierentiate a comparative search intent from others can be advantageous for search engines and
other applications processing user requests.
In this thesis, we investigate the problem of identifying comparative questions and question-like queries on the Russian web. The study is based on
a dataset containing questions submitted to the Russian search engine Yan1
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dex and a dataset of questions posted on the community question answering
platform Otvety@Mail.ru during the year 2012.
We dierentiate between two main types of requests for comparison. The
rst class comprises fully formulated questions, i.e., questions humans formulate in natural language style to elicit information as in Example 1. Such
questions are typical in forums and community question answering platforms
like Yahoo! Answers or its Russian counterpart Otvety@Mail.ru (Otvety in
Russian means answers). The questions are often verbose and include excessive information describing a particular problem users have.

Example 1:
Ñîáèpàþñü êóïèòü òåëåôîí. Äâà âàðèàíòà. Ñàìñóíã Ãåëàêñè
C8 èëè Aéôîí 10, ÷òî ëó÷øå ïîñîâåòóåòå? Ãäå êàêèå ïëþñû
è ìèíóñû?
Going to buy a phone. Two options. Samsung Galaxy S8 or
iPhone 10, which is better? Where and what are pluses and
minuses?
The second class is question-like queries or simply question queries, which
are formulated in a form of normal questions typical for natural language
often starting with a question word and not as verbose as the rst class (see
Example 2). This type of questions is typical for search engines.

Example 2:
×åì àëüò îòëè÷àåòñÿ îò ñêðèïêè?
What distinguishes a viola from a violin?
The importance of question queries has been explored in a number of studies by researchers including Pang and Kumar [2011], V
olske et al. [2015], White
et al. [2015] and Guy [2016]. They have shown that question queries submitted
to a search engine, have been constantly growing and exceeded 3% of all the
trac for typed queries in 2012 and almost reached 12% in voice-assisted search
in 2015. At the same time, a number of community-based question answering
web platforms has grown; for example, Answers.com was founded in 1999, Yahoo! Answers in 2005, then Stack Overow in 2008, Quora in 2010, etc. Both,
2
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an expansion of voice search due to recent advances in speech recognition and
a rise of community-based question answering inuence the way people ask
questions on the web and especially submit requests to search engines tending towards natural language question formulation. To conduct our study, we
have available about 1.5 billion question-like queries from the Yandex logs and
11.2 million entries in the Otvety@Mail.ru from the year 2012.
Comparisons on the web usually serve two main purposes. On the one hand,
questions with comparison request for examination in contrast or similarity of
two or more objects. On the other hand, comparison is a popular approach
used in natural language to give an opinion about objects expressing user's
experience. Blogs, reviews, forums, social networks etc. provide a plethora of
possibilities for human experts to express their opinions on entities and objects,
often through comparison. The computational linguistics research community
studies comparisons and comparative structures as part of opinion mining and
sentiment analysis.
In order to establish a research path for this thesis, we have dened the
following research questions:
RQ1: What are the strong textual signals that distinguish comparative
questions from other questions?
RQ2: Can we build an eective classier to automatically recognize comparative questions on the Russian web?
RQ3: How often and in what categories do users ask comparative questions on the Russian web?
Our rst research question contributes to understanding distinct lexical and
syntactic structures of comparisons in questions. The second research question
addresses building an eective web-scale comparative questions classier. The
last question studies the overall importance of the comparative questions on
the Russian web.
In Chapter 2, we review the existing research in computational linguistics
that shows that comparative questions and question queries are left out of
sight; however, comparisons in statements as part of opinion mining and comparative structures in linguistics are well studied. We also give an overview
of the state-of-the-art approaches to identifying comparatives in natural language as a linguistic phenomenon. We analyze what a current state of solving
this problem is and what approaches exist and are applied by the research
community. It will be also analyzed what questions in processing comparative
structures still remain open and how our ideas can ll existing gaps.
In Chapter 3, we introduce an approach to identify comparative structures
in Russian. In particular, a model for recognizing comparisons in questions is
3
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proposed as a set of rules for searching strong textual signals. These rules are
based on lexical and syntactic patterns, which are likely to occur in comparative questions. We use these patterns to build a pattern-based classier to
distinguishing comparative and non-comparative questions. The accuracy of
the proposed approach reaches 72% for both classes on the Yandex corpus and
67% on Otvety@Mail.ru. However, the pattern-based approach gives a high
recall producing almost no false negative classications and a rather prevailing
ratio of false positives. To the best of our knowledge, no such model for Russian has been introduced so far. However, approaches for mining comparisons
in English have been studied in several works by researchers including Jindal
and Liu [2006a,b] and Xu et al. [2011], as well as comparisons in Chinese by
Shi et al. [2016a] and Wang et al. [2016], and in Korean by Yang and Ko
[2009] and Gu and Yoo [2010]. The majority of the research, however, deals
with comparisons in opinion mining and rather in armative sentences than
in questions. Dierently, we focus on the whole spectrum of questions on the
Russian web capturing user intents looking for comparisons in the answers.
In Chapter 4, we describe how we created a manually labeled corpus of
comparative and non-comparative question queries sampled from the questions
submitted to the Russian search engine Yandex and question-answers pairs
from the Otvety@Mail.ru. So far, we have labeled 10,000 questions, 35% of
which are comparative and 65% are non-comparative. To create the dataset
we rst randomly sampled 1000 questions from each corpus. About 3% of the
2000 samples were comparative questions: approximately 12% in the Yandex
and 45% in the Otvety@Mail.ru data. To increase the number of positive
examples and better balance the dataset, in a second step, we used a patternbased mining to fetch comparative questions from the corpora. Labeling of
the questions as comparative or not was done by native Russian speakers of
dierent background, educational level, and age.
Section 4.2 in Chapter 4 introduces a supervised machine learning approach
to classify questions into comparative and non-comparative using for training
our created labeled corpus. Our classication model achieves 73% accuracy
and a precision of 98% signicantly reducing the ratio of false positive predictions compared to the simple pattern-based classication. The chapter further
addresses the more complex task of identifying comparative questions seeking
for explanations in the answer, i.e., arguments, reasons, advices and human
opinions and experience.
This work contributes two dierentiation approaches and an annotated
dataset to the eld of comparative question identication and question categorization research. It also can be benecial for information system applications
dealing with information retrieval and question answering since the qualitative
analyses provide insights into user intents for comparison encoded in questions.
4
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In this chapter, we rst provide a theoretical background on comparisons and
comparative structures in natural language with a focus on a cross-language
domain, which is necessary for understanding specic aspects typical for comparatives in but not limited to the Russian language. Second, we review the
state-of-the-art approaches to question classication and their importance for
applications in information systems and analyze techniques in the automated
identication of comparative sentences. We do not limit our observations
specically to the identication of comparatives in text documents but also
briey review adjacent research areas, which can benet from the methods for
comparative questions recognition.

2.1 Comparatives in Natural Language
In natural language, comparison is a specic linguistic structure, which is a
main means of measurement according to Babarsad [2017]. Also, comparisons
and comparative structures serve as a tool to correlate the degrees of properties
of two or more objects through a shared feature (Zevakhina and Dzhakupova,
2015). Example 3a shows an armative comparative sentence, where one object Ãàëàêñè C (Galaxy S) is compared against another one Àéôîí (iPhone)
over the shared property íàäåæíûé (reliable), where the degree of the reliability d1 of the rst object correlates with the degree of the reliability d2 of
the second object as d1 > d2 according to Zevakhina and Dzhakupova [2015].

5
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Example 3a:
Ãàëàêñè C íàäåæíåå, ÷åì Àéôîí.
Galaxy S is more reliable than iPhone.
Dierently, Example 3b demonstrates an interrogative sentence, i.e., question, requesting for comparison between two objects over the shared property
íàäåæíûé (reliable) in a natural language manner. It starts with a question
word and has a particular word ordering.

Example 3b:
×òî íàäåæíåå, Ãàëàêñè C èëè Àéôîí?
What is more reliable, Galaxy S or iPhone?
Identication of comparative structures lies, rst and foremost, in the domain of detecting specic textual signals and patterns indicating comparative
clauses in sentences. Moltmann [1992] has analyzed comparatives in English
and introduced a list of comparative operators paired with comparative clause
introducers, which are obviously an indicator of comparative structures in sentences. An example of such an operator is the -er ending of English adjectives
and adverbs in a comparative form. According to the work by Moltmann
[1992] among many others, indicators of comparison in text are the following
operator-introducer pairs: -erthan as in Example 4a; asas as in Example 4b;
sameas as in Example 4c and dierentthan as in Example 4d.

Example 4a:
Galaxy S is more reliable than iPhone.
Example 4b:
Galaxy S is as reliable as iPhone.
Example 4c:
Galaxy S has the same reliability as iPhone.
Example 4d:
Galaxy S has dierent reliability than iPhone.

6
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The presence of comparative operators in questions thus forms a possible
indicator of comparison, where among many other signals, adjectives and adverbs in a comparative form are oftenhowever, not alwaysa strong signal in
both English and Russian. Berezovsakaya and Hohaus [2015] have introduced
the following two comparative cross-linguistic universal operators:
1. Comparative forms of adverbs and adjectives in comparison sentences
with two or more objects.
2. Greaterthan relation between objects in a sentence.
However, the Russian language has its own peculiarities due to six grammatical cases, which control relation between lexical units inside a sentence.
For example, according to the research by Berezovskaya [2013], a genitivemarked comparative as in Example 5b is typical in Russian but not possible
in English (compare Examples 5a and 5b).

Example 5a:
Ãàëàêñè C íàäåæíåå,

÷åì Àéôîí (Nominative).

Galaxy S (is) more reliable than iPhone.

Example 5b:
Ãàëàêñè C íàäåæíåå Àéôîíà (Genitive).
Galaxy S (is) more reliable iPhone.
Both examples demonstrate a usual and equally frequent way to compare
objects in Russian and constitute an important case when existing methodology in comparative structure identication developed primarily for English is
transfered to non-English languages.

2.2 Question and Query Classication
Today's research in information systems distinguishes between question and
web query classication approaches. The rst is restricted to applications in
automated question answering and follows a taxonomy dierent from that in
query classication, which is primarily assumed for search engines. However,
7
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as we discuss in Section 2.4, the number of question-like queries submitted to
search engines has recently grown causing a mixing of the two taxonomies.
Being able to identify the type of a question is often crucial for answering
it or responding to the user's request. For example, questions demanding
comparisons often require a distinct way to respond dierent for questions
asking for one simple fact as, e.g., Who is the current US president?

Question Taxonomy
For the rst time, a comparison class was introduced to the question taxonomy by Lauer and Peacock [1990] who observed that the previous taxonomies
proposed by Graesser et al. [1988] and by Lehnert [1978] lacked a category
for comparison questions. Overall, Lauer and Peacock introduce 12 types of
comparison questions as listed below.

• Comparison with verication. Questions seeking for a verication of comparative relationship.
• Comparison and disjunctive. Questions asking to choose between two
objects A or B.
• Comparison with concept completion. Questions comparing the results
of two implied concept-completion questions.
• Comparison and feature specication. Questions asking for comparison
of the features of an object.
• Comparison with quantication. Questions comparing two quantities.
• Comparison and causal antecedent. Questions asking for comparison of
the causes that aect two dierent entities.
• Comparison and causal consequence. Questions asking for comparison of
the eects of two causes.
• Comparison and goal orientation. Questions requesting to compare goals.
• Comparison and enablement. Questions seeking for comparison of capabilities of two entities.
• Comparison and instrumental/procedural. Questions requesting for differences between two plans or procedures.
• Comparison and expectational. Questions comparing what has occurred
with some more likely result.
8
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• Comparison and judgmental. Questions asking for a comparison of two
judgments.
Despite the focus of the work by Lauer and Peacock [1990] on comparison
questions in a narrow eld of auditing and nances, it provides a detailed and
precise insight to a large variety of ways how such questions can be asked.
Burger et al. [2001] introduces another question taxonomy based on the
original Graesser classication scheme and enhanced by a comparison class,
which distinguishes 18 question categories in total. Examples of the comparison questions given in the work are:
1. How is X similar to Y?, e.g., In what way is Florida similar to China?
2. How is X dierent from Y?, e.g., How is an F-test dierent from a
t-test?'

Question Classication Approaches
Question classication is usually done based on rules or using machine learning. The rst approach aims to determine rules in order to classify questions
according to the predened taxonomy. The research work by Prager et al.
[1999] introduces a set of 180 hand-crafted templates to match the questions
in order to classify them into 20 categories. For example, where-questions
are assigned a place category; the questions matching a keyword how old
belong to age etc. Similarly, Singhal et al. [1999] for the question answering
task at TREC-8 classied questions based on a simple coarse taxonomy, where,
for example, questions starting with who and whom were assigned a type
person, where-questions a type location, etc. Thoroughly designed rules
can ensure an accurate question classication. However, Li and Roth [2006]
argue that crafting rules by hand is only suitable for a coarse classication
with a little number of categories but expensive and time-consuming for a ne
categorization with many categories. In contrast, their study proposes to exploit a machine learning-based two-staged approach to classifying questions
into 6 coarse as a rst step and 50 ne classes afterwards in a hierarchical taxonomy. Both classications are multi-class and built on a Winnow algorithm
within the learning architecture SNoW created by Carlson et al. [1999].

Query Classication Approaches
Dierently, query classication comprises two fundamental approaches: query
intent classication and topical categorization. The rst approach is based
on a taxonomy proposed by Broder [2002], which includes the following query
types.
9
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• Navigational, which is an immediate user intent to reach a particular web
page.
• Informational, which reects an intent to acquire some information assumed to be present on one or more web pages.
• Transactional, which addresses an intent to perform some web-mediated
activity.
Topical categorization of web queries has been well studied by dierent
researchers including Kang and Kim [2003], Shen et al. [2006], Beitzel et al.
[2007], and Jansen and Booth [2010]. Topical query categories usually vary
depending on the research focus. For example, a study by Chang et al. [2014]
proposes a rule-based query type classication into eight categories based on
keywords and their synonyms as shown in Table 2.1. The category versus
assumes requests for comparison of two or more objects. The simplistic rule denes a presence of the keyword vs or dierence to be sucient for assigning
the class versus.
Table 2.1:

Class

Query types according to Chang et al. [2014].
Description

Pattern

WHY

Reason or motivation.

Why-questions, keywords:
reason, motivate.

HOW

How to act or solve a
problem.
Comparison of two or
more objects.
Advantages and disadvantages.

How-questions.

IMPACT

Impact of an event.

Keywords: impact, inuence, eect.

PEOPLE

Queries about person or
celebrity.

Contains a name of a person from a predened list of
celebrities.

LOCATION

Requests for geographical position, street address, phone number
Any other queries.

Contains a location from a
predened location list.

VERSUS
PROS
CONS

OTHER

AND

10

Keywords: vs, dierence.
Keywords:
diculty.

Any other words.
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Another approach has been developed by Shen et al. [2005] for the query
classication task at the KDD Cup 2005. In a rst step, the algorithm retrieves
corresponding documents from the web considering query keywords and groups
retrieved documents into topical categories. The retrieved web pages are used
afterwards to extract additional features in order to expand the queries in each
category. These data are used to train a support vector machine to classify
the web queries into a set of target categories. A similar approach based on
extracting topics from the web pages retrieved using a given query has been
proposed by Broder et al. [2007]. The authors report that the method is
able to classify queries into a large number of classes, thousands in particular. Very often, a query classication combines several dierent approaches.
For example, the method proposed by Beitzel et al. [2007] comprises manual labeling, rule-based classication (selectional preferences) and supervised
machine learning exploiting the Perceptron with Margins algorithm developed
by Krauth and Mezard [1987]. Recently, neural networks have been actively
exploited for query classication in several research studies; for instance, Liu
et al. [2015] built a multi-task deep neural network and Shi et al. [2016b] used
a deep long-short-term-memory convolutional neural network.

2.3 Automated Identication of Comparatives
Comparative sentence mining has drawn attention of the computational linguistics community mostly as part of sentiment analysis in user opinions on
the web. This is possibly due to a high interest of companies in understanding
customer reviews containing comparisons of dierent brands and items, which
can be used for commercial promotion. There are about 10% of the opinionated sentences containing comparisons on the web as reported by Kessler and
Kuhn [2013] who conducted the study onblog posts about cameras and cars.
Identifying comparative structures automatically is an important but dicult
task in processing large amounts of text data available on the web. In today's
research, there are two main approaches used to identify comparisons in text:

• Machine learning algorithms.
• Rule-based mining approaches.
The most frequently used supervised learning in comparative sentences
classication deploys support vector machines (SVM) and Naive Bayes. The
classier is trained on annotated data using features extracted from text, which
usually are part-of-speech (POS) tags, keywords, and n -gram features. This
approach needs manual assigning of classes by humans for training examples.
Support vector machines are eective classiers in a high-dimensional feature
11
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space even when a number of dimensions exceeds a number of samples. For
example, the SVM-based classier trained on consumers' product reviews in
Chinese is used by Wang et al. [2015] for binary classication of the sentences
into comparative and non-comparative. The authors report that the ratio of
the comparative sentences in the corpus is less than 25%, so that they use a
keyword strategy to additionally mine comparative examples in order to balance the training dataset. We use a similar approach to balancing our dataset
as we expect only about 3% of comparative questions in the corpora. The
classier proposed by Wang et al. [2015] is trained on keywords, sequence
patterns and manual rules as features and achieves reported overall performance of 92% precision and 80% recall. Another research work by Xu et al.
[2011] exploits a multi-class support vector machine for comparative opinion
mining in the customers' reviews in English. Specically, the SVM model is
involved in the identication of the particular type of comparative relations in
sentences, more precisely, distinguishing between non-equal gradable, same,
and superlative comparisons. The researchers use as features for the classier
compared entities' types and their relative position, entity words, sentiment
words, which express relation between entities, and grammatical sentence roles
of the entities. The reported multi-class SVM performance measures are 61%
accuracy, 62% precision, and 93% recall. Park and Blake [2012] pursue the
goal to automatically identify comparative claims in scientic articles. Their
study deals with full-text toxicology articles. The proposed method exploits
several algorithms for classication including support vector machine reporting
93% classication accuracy. Thorough feature construction is the main focus
of their research work. All in all, 35 features are used, including occurrences of
particular lexical units, i.e., keywords from the predened list, semantic words
and syntax, and word dependencies in the sentence obtained using Stanford
parser.
A Naive Bayesian classier is another favored and frequent method used
in text classication and in particular in mining comparative sentences. According to Manning et al. [2008], Naive Bayes is a simple yet ecient method
for text classication, which needs a small amount of training data in order
to estimate the necessary parameters. Zhang [2004] claims that regardless
of how strong the dependencies among attributes are, the method can still
be optimal. For example, in the study published by Yang and Ko [2009],
a Naive Bayesian classier is used to mine comparative sentences from text
documents in Korean. The proposed algorithm rstly mines candidates using
keyword matching and then applies a machine learning classier to exclude
non-comparative examples. This is a good example of the two-stage approach
in comparative sentence classication. The classier is trained over continuous
word sequences within a radius of three, part-of-speech tags, and keywords.
12
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Another research by Tkachenko and Lauw [2014] successfully deploys a Naive
Bayesian classier to identify comparative sentences and compared entities in
customers' reviews on digital cameras. There are several other works, which
also exploit both support vector machines and Naive Bayes. For example, in
the study made by Park and Blake [2012], a Naive Bayesian classier performs
similar or slightly better than SVM in comparative sentence extraction from
scientic texts. Jindal and Liu [2006a] in the study on identication of comparative sentences in text documents report that Naive Bayes outperforms a
support vector machine.
Rule mining is a popular data mining technique to discover frequent, interesting and useful relations in data. In comparative sentence mining, two
approaches in rule mining are mainly used: association rule mining and class
sequential rules. Association rule mining nds co-occurrences of the items in
the collection of the items, e.g., words in texts, and according to Slimani and
Lazzez [2014] is a relation dened as X ⇒ Y, where X and Y are disjoint sets
of items. This is a generic approach used in many areas of research, including
marketing and product promotion, medical diagnosis and bioinformatics for
DNA sequence analysis. Rule mining is used in the study by Ganapathibhotla
and Liu [2008], where the researchers measure an association between a comparative word and an entity feature so that associations are utilized to identify
a preferred entity in a comparative sentence. Other research works by Jindal
and Liu [2006a,b] propose class sequential rules to nd frequent patterns in
comparative sentences. A class sequential rule is a sequence of items paired
with a related class and can be represented as follows:
X → y, where X - sequence of comparative patterns (keywords and
POS tags), y∈Y = {comparative, non-comparative}
Their approach eectively combines class sequential rules together with
manually-crafted rules to mine comparative sentences in forums, product reviews, and news articles. Another study by Liu et al. [2013] on a comparative
sentences identication considers class sequential rules, which are using sequences of comparative words, particular adverbs, and syntactic patterns.
One of the most relevant and interesting studies has been conducted by
Li et al. [2010] and proposes a method to identifying comparative questions
and extracting compared entities from them. The work denes a comparative
question as a question that tends to compare two or more entities and these
entities are obligatory to be explicitly listed in the question. Thus, considering
an example given in the paper, Examples 6a, 6b are not comparative questions
and Example 6c is, where iPod Touch and Zune HD are compared entities, or

13
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comparators.

Example 6a:
Which one is better?

Example 6b:
Is Lumix GH-1 the best camera?

Example 6c:
What's the dierence between iPod Touch and Zune HD?
In order to identify comparative questions, Li et al. [2010] use sequential
patterns Si (s1 s2 ...si ...sn ), where elements si of the sequence Si are represented
by words, part-of-speech tags, compared objects symbols and auxiliary symbols
denoting beginning and end of the question. Classication into comparative
and non-comparative questions is done following a simple rule  once a question matches one of the sequential patterns it is classied as comparative and
non-comparative otherwise. In cases when a single question matches several
sequences, the longest pattern is assigned as being the most specic and relevant to a given question. The evaluation of the comparative question mining
approach was performed on 5200 questions collected from the Yahoo! Answers,
from which approximately 3% were classied as comparative. The study reports the classier performance as 81.7% recall, 83.3% precision, and 82.5%
F1 measure.

2.4 Questions on the Web
In our work, we focus on question-like queries, in other words, queries formulated in the form of natural language questions. A recent analysis of queries
on the web has shown a growing number of queries formulated in the form of
a normal question starting with a question word as in Example 7a against a
telegram style shortened forms as in Example 7b.
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Example 7a:
What's the dierence between iPhone 8 and iPhone 10?

Example 7b:
Dierence iPhone 8 and iPhone 10.
This has happened due to a rapidly growing popularization of voice search
in mobile devices as a result of signicant improvements in speech recognition technologies. Guy [2016] states that upon analysis of 0.5 million random
samples of the voice queries submitted to the Yahoo mobile search application in 2015, he discovered about 12% of queries were formulated as questions,
i.e., starting with wh -word (what, why, when etc.) and yes/no -questions
starting with do, does, is, can etc. This is to contrast with the typed
question-like queries, which also have shown an increasing proportion. According to the study by Pang and Kumar [2011], which analyzes queries submitted
to the Yahoo search engine in the year 2010, the ratio of question queries in the
whole query trac was approximately 2%. Later, White et al. [2015] studied
web queries collected through the years 2011-2013 and discovered 3.2% queries
being typed in a form of a question. Question-like queries in an amount of 34%
were found by Volske et al. [2015], who analyzed query logs of the Russian leading search engine Yandex collected in 2012. The rising number and popularity
of community question answering platforms like Yahoo! Answers, Stack Exchange, Quora etc. on the web are another reason for the phenomenon. Both
voice search and community question answering have inuenced and triggered
changes in the ways users request for information on the web tending to a more
natural way of asking questions.

2.5 Question Answering
Question answering, in general, can be considered as part of information retrieval. Assume an application deploying a question answering system. The
application receives a question formulated in natural language as an input,
maps it into a word model, retrieves relevant information from available corpora and outputs correlated retrieved data as an answer to the question. Answering comparative questions needs to be treated specically. The question
should be recognized as comparative. Compared objects along with shared
features should be extracted from the question. Relevant data needs to be retrieved from a huge amount of text. Retrieved information should be properly
15
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matched with corresponding compared objects and presented to the questioner.
Answering comparative questions is an inseparable part of question answering inventory. Automated question answering can be traced back to one of
the earliest systems LUNAR, which was presented at the National Computer
Conference in 1973 as described in the work by Woods [1973]. It was a domainspecic system, developed as a project supported by NASA. LUNAR was able
to very precisely answer questions about lunar rocks and soil. The databases
were provided by NASA and were a result of the analysis of the pictures collected by the Apollo 11 mission. LUNAR used a formal query language for
retrieving information from the databases. The user typed a request or question in natural English language, which was converted into a specic query
language.
An important move towards an open domain question answering was made
when Lehnert [1977] proposed a mechanism of a conceptual analysis to map
a lexical representation of the question into a sequence of concepts. This idea
was implemented in the QUALM question answering system making a signicant advancement in the theory of question answering, as it exploited a
substantial idea of the semantic meaning of questions. Many research works
have contributed to developing question answering including the following. Alfonseca et al. [2001] proposed a question answering algorithm used at TREC
based on an information retrieval mechanism with indexing and ranking candidate documents. The question is used as a query to the information retrieval
engine. As the rst step in question analysis, the algorithm identies to which
of the 15 categories the question belongs, which is necessary for the answer
extraction from the candidate documents. Another work by Surdeanu et al.
[2011] introduces an approach to answering non-factoid questions, in which
text representation is extended to a complex set of combined features, including bag-of-words, n -grams, syntactic dependencies and semantic roles. The
ranking model after the candidate answer retrieval uses a batch of features
from four feature groups, including a length-normalized BM25, question-toanswer translation model, words densities and frequencies, and a Corrected
Conditional Probability. Also, in the study by Clark et al. [2016], the proposed
method exploits a combination of information retrieval approaches along with
statistical and probabilistic logical reasoning. This combination allows the
algorithm to balance the weaknesses of each individual technique.
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Chapter 3
Pattern-based Comparative
Question Mining

In natural language, the ambiguities arise not only from
the variety of structural groupings the words could be
given, but also from the variety of meanings that can be
assigned to each individual word.
 Hubert L. Dreyfus, What Computers Can't Do.

Identication of comparisons in natural language is a dicult task both for
syntactic and semantic reasons, states Friedman [1989]. Nevertheless, we show
that it is possible to identify strong textual signals in sentences and questions in
particular, which indicate the presence of comparisons. We develop a collection
of lexical and syntactic patterns to mine comparative questions in a large
corpus of question queries submitted on the Russian web.

3.1 Datasets
To conduct our study, we have at hand around 1.5 billion records from the
Yandex query logs and approximately 11.2 million Otvety@Mail.ru entries from
the year 2012. Both datasets include question queries in Russian; however,
some of the questions contain words and phrases written in other languages,
primarily English, like named entities including commercial brands or game
and movie titles or inquiries for correct word spelling in English etc.
Yandex is a leading search engine and media portal on the Russian speaking
web with a search engines market share exceeding 52% in Russia in January
2018 according to LiveInternet1 . Otvety@Mail.ru is a community question
1 https://www.liveinternet.ru/stat/ru/searches
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answering platform and a counterpart of Yahoo! Answers for a Russian speaking audience. It allows users to both ask questions and leave answers. Both
datasets were previously preprocessed as described in V
olske et al. [2015] including:

• Filtering out question queries based on 58 combinations of question word
and uni- or bigram.
• Removing spam and bots.
• Removing repeated, single-word and non-unique questions.
A single Yandex record consists of the query itself, a timestamp and a user
ID. We have removed the two latter items of the records and left only question
query strings. An Otvety@Mail.ru sample has a more complex structure with
incorporated metadata as shown in Figure 3.1. Each question posted on the
platform can receive several answers, from which either one or none can be
chosen by users as best. In order to improve the quality and meaningfulness
of the question examples in our study, we extract question-like queries from
the qtext eld only if there is a best answer associated with the question. The
best answer can be only chosen if the question has at least two answers. All
in all, we have extracted approximately 7.7 million question queries having a
best answer. Each question is assigned by users with one of the 28 predened
categories including but not limited to Auto, Cuisine, Computers, Beauty,
Programming, Goods, etc.

3.2 Pattern-based Classication
Even though natural language is diverse and the number of words and variations of word combinations is innitely large, comparative units are built
following a set of syntactical rules (Beck et al., 2009; Berezovskaya, 2013).
We assume that the presence of a specic comparison marker is sucient to
retrieve comparative questions. We propose a simple ifthen rule to perform
classication. The algorithm checks whether a given question in the corpus
contains one of the comparative patterns. If this condition is satised then
the question is classied as comparative and non-comparative otherwise. We
construct a collection of the comparative patterns based on the research in
both linguistics and natural language processing.

3.2.1 Collection of Comparative Patterns
In order to minimize costs of the comparative questions pattern-based mining,
during the process of developing comparative patterns, we tend to reduce the
18
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Figure 3.1:

Tree structure of the Otvety@Mail.ru record.

number of the patterns and simultaneously maximize their inclusion. We claim
that one of the typical requests for comparison is
×òî ëó÷øå Åäèíèöà 1 èëè Åäèíèöà 2?

What (is) better Object 1 or Object 2?
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Here, we are not restricted to the particular and specic objects or entities
users can compare; consequently, we omit them and get the rst comparative
question pattern [÷òî ëó÷øå èëè] [what better or]. We assume that
questions containing all words in the pattern are comparative questions as in
Example 8a.

Example 8a:

×òî ëó÷øå, Òóðöèÿ èëè Êèïð?
What is better, Turkey or Cyprus?
We also argue and show that the presence of the linguistic units themselves
is more important than the order, in which they occur in the sentence. For
example, Kallestinova [2007] asserts, It is well known that Russian has a
relatively free word order and gives an example of only three words, which
produce six syntactically and semantically correct valid sentences. Subject and
object and dependency relations in sentences in Russian are governed by six
cases. Summing it up, Examples 8ad are exchangeable and likely to be present
in our large corpora; however, the question as in Example 8a is expected to
occur in the Russian language more frequently than the others.

Example 8b:

Ëó÷øå ÷òî, Òóðöèÿ èëè Êèïð?
Better what, Turkey or Cyprus?
Example 8c:
Òóðöèÿ
Turkey

èëè Êèïð, ÷òî ëó÷øå?

or Cyprus, what better?

Example 8d:

×òî, Òóðöèÿ? Èëè ëó÷øå Êèïð?
What, Turkey? Or better Cyprus?
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In the next step, we generalize our rst comparative search pattern to
match as many records in the corpus as possible. In Example 8a, two entities
are compared over a shared attribute good. However, natural language oers
a large number of possible object's adjective attributes to carry out a comparison, for example, badworse, reliablemore reliable, highhigher, awesome
more awesome etc. We conclude that better in the pattern can be substituted
by a part-of-speech tag comparative adjective or comparative adverb. Adjectives serve as a property of nouns and adverbs as an attribute of verbs as in
Example 9.

Example 9:

×òî ëó÷øå [COMP ADV] ïîñåòèòü Òóðöèþ èëè Êèïð?
What is better [COMP ADV] to visit Turkey or Cyprus?
Furthermore, we consider that as subjects in comparison not only can act
things but also persons or actions. Moreover, requests for comparison in the
form of questions can contain a broad variety of aspects expressed in dierent
question words, e.g., a request for comparing destinations as in Example 10a
or persons as in Examples 10b, 10c.

Example 10a:

Where is it cheaper to go, Turkey or Cyprus?
Example 10b:

Who is a better choice Name1 or Name2?
Example 10c:

Which of the writers is better Name1 or Name2?
Considering that the available corpora consist of only questions, we can
simply omit a question word in the comparative pattern. Thus, we claim that
above-given Examples 810 would match the pattern [COMP ADJ|ADV or]
independently of the word ordering and be classied as comparative.
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Mining comparisons based on searching for comparative markers has been
studied in the work by Jindal and Liu [2006a,b], who have developed an approach to automatically classify opinion sentences into comparative and noncomparative. The authors have created a list of 83 keywords and patterns in
English used in class sequential rules to match armative comparative sentences. These comparative keywords and phrases include but are not limited
to POS tag COMP and SUPERL hadjective and adverbi; as hwordi as; similar ;
verbs choose, prefer, recommend, dier etc. We adopt the list and t it into
the Russian language to experimentally identify those keywords, which can be
used for mining comparative questions in Russian.
Another study has been done by Fiszman et al. [2007], which analyzes comparative constructions in biomedical texts. Although the study was conducted
on a specic domain and limited to a particular type of texts, discovered comparative patterns are universal. To list several of them, we have borrowed,
for instance, more/lessthan, compare Term1 with/to Term2 etc. Searching
for patterns we have not only ourselves come up with examples of comparisons used in natural language but also sought for use cases in linguistic works
made by researchers including Beck et al. [2009], Berezovskaya [2013], and
Berezovsakaya and Hohaus [2015] as well as in the psychological studies by
Tversky [1977].
A follow-up in building a collection of patterns is to investigate how the
word compare is used for asking comparative questions. We test the pattern
[ïî ñðàâíåíèþ | â ñðàâíåíèè] [in comparison | compared to(with)].
We have mined questions matching the pattern from the Yandex dataset and
found a large number of examples requesting for comparing time dierences
as in Example 11a, prices in dierent countries as in Example 11b and simple
facts as in Example 11c.

Example 11a:
Ñêîëüêî âðåìåíè â Áåëüãèè
What time is it in Belgium

ïî ñðàâíåíèþ ñ Àáàêàíîì?

in comparison with Abakan?

Example 11b:
Äåøåâëå ëè öåíû íà Óêðàèíå

ïî ñðàâíåíèþ ñ Pîññèåé?

Are the prices lower in Ukraine

in comparison with Russia?
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Example 11c:
Ñêîëüêî âèòàìèíà ñ ñîäåðæèòñÿ â ïëîäå êèâè ïî ñðàâíåíèþ
ñ ëèìîíîì?
How much of vitamin C does kiwi contain
lemon?

in comparison with

Further, in our study, we detach the questions as in Examples 11ac and
name them non-reasoning comparative questions. We distinguish such questions from ones seeking reasoning support. In the reasoning comparative questions, we include those, which cannot be answered with simple factual information but rather demand a human-touched feedback based on experience,
opinion, feelings, and reasons. In Figure 3.2, we present a hierarchy of comparative questions based on the user intent encoded in the question for receiving
reasoning support in the answer.

Comparative
questions
Reasoning com-

Non-reasoning com-

parative questions

parative questions

What is

better BMW X5

What is the

ter

dierence

What is the time

Peters-

burg and Severodvinsk?

canon d600?

Egypt

dier-

ence between St.

between canon d550 and
Where is it

more correct betor best?

What is

or Innity FX35?

better to go

Which river is

or Tunisia?

Nile

longer the

or the Amazon?

Subdivision of comparative questions based on the user need for a
reasoning support.

Figure 3.2:
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Among others, we consider as non-reasoning any inquiries about correct
spelling, time or price dierences in various locations, simple facts (for example, comparison of factual physical parameters of the objects) or any other
questions, which can be answered with factual data without providing an explanation, reasons or arguments. According to the restriction mentioned above,
the total ratio of comparative questions for the compare -pattern has surprisingly amounted to as little as 55% of all mined questions matching the given
pattern. This pattern and all others are presented in Table A.1 in Appendix A.
To evaluate the ratio of comparative questions mined using textual patterns,
we have randomly sampled 100 examples from the corpus and manually labeled
them with classes.
Many works on comparison identication by researchers including Jindal
and Liu [2006a,b], Ganapathibhotla and Liu [2008], Xu et al. [2011], Kessler
and Kuhn [2014], Saritha and Pateriya [2014] and Wang et al. [2017] have
added superlative forms of adjectives and adverbs in a list of comparative keyword indicators. This type of comparison is seen as a relation better/greater,
worse/less than all others expressed by contrasting one object against all possible objects of the same or similar type or possessing same or similar properties.
There are three ways to build superlatives in Russian: a simple alteration
of the word sux and ending as in Example 12a and adding adjectives ñàìûé
and íàèáîëåå in compound superlatives as in Examples 12b, 12c.

Example 12a:
óìíûé (smart) - óìíåéøèé (smartest)

Example 12b:
óìíûé (smart) -

ñàìûé óìíûé (most smart)

Example 12c:
óìíûé (smart) -

íàèáîëåå óìíûé (most smart)

Thus, we have created three patterns based on the superlative part-ofspeech tag and presence of ñàìûé and íàèáîëåå and mined question examples from the Yandex corpus. The ratio of comparative questions with a
superlative POS tag achieves 61% and in the more specic most -form superla-
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tives 83%. These statistics are summarized in Table A.1 in Appendix A.
The peculiarity and main distinctness of the superlative -form questions in
contrast to comparative -form ones are that the rst type does not provide the
entities to be compared (in most cases), however, the second does. In other
words, the superlative comparison can be seen as follows.

hObject1i

compared to habstract set of all the othersi

Whereas the comparative -form (in most cases) can be described as the
following model, where the compared entities or objects are explicitly listed.

hObject1i

compared to hObject2 ... ObjectNi

According to the mentioned ndings, we distinguish between direct comparative questions and indirect ones. The corresponding hierarchy of the comparative questions is presented in Figure 3.3.

Comparative
questions
Direct compar-

Indirect compar-

ative questions

ative questions

Which phone is better
iPhone or Samsung?







Which antivirus is better

for laptops?

Who is the best soccer
or Messi?



Who is the best soccer

player Ronaldo

player in the world?

Where is it cheaper to go
Egypt or Tunisia?





Where is it cheaper to go

with children?

Subdivision of comparative questions based on inclusion of the compared objects.

Figure 3.3:

While creating a collection of the comparative patterns, we found that
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53% of the questions in the Yandex dataset containing or conjunction were
comparative. Thus, or can be a good comparative marker. However, it is a
much weaker indicator of the comparative questions in the Otvety@Mail.ru
corpus, which gives less than half of that in Yandex, i.e., 21%. We calculated
a ratio of comparative questions for the given pattern in the Otvety@Mail.ru
dataset by random sampling 100 examples and manual annotation. All results
for the Otvety@Mail.ru corpus are presented in Table A.2 in Appendix A.
The sparsity of natural language makes encoding all possible word combinations in textual patterns rather dicult. That is why we undertake an
attempt to reduce pattern dependency on the words themselves. We focus on
auxiliary lexical items participating in building language constructions such
as conjunctions and quantiers like comparative forms of adverbs and adjectives and structural parameters of the sentences. This attempt bring us to
investigating the average length of the comparative questions. The length, as
we consider, can also be an important parameter in identifying comparative
questions, especially in cases, when users simply omit or when listing objects
to be compared in the search engine queries as in Which is better to use Java
Python? In such questions, a single comparative adjective can be rather a weak
comparison indicator. We have calculated that there are approximately 28 million questions from the Yandex corpus, which contain a comparative adverb
or adjective and about 0.5 million such questions are in the Otvety@Mail.ru
dataset. However, only around 20% of them are in fact comparative. Whereas,
the majority of the retrieved questions are in a form of asking for advice or
according to our classication indirect comparative as in Examples 13ac.

Example 13a:
Êàêîé òåëåôîí ëó÷øå êóïèòü â 2012?
Which phone is it better to buy in 2012?

Example 13b:
Ãäå äåøåâëå îòäûõàòü â àâãóñòå â Åâðîïå?
Where is it cheaper to go on vacation in Europe in August?
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Example 13c:
Ïîäñêàæèòå,
ïîæàëóéñòà,
êàêóþ
èñïîëüçîâàòü ïðè êà÷àíèè ìûøö?

ïðîãðàììó

ëó÷øå

Your opinion please, which program is it better to use for
building muscles?
On the contrary, the request for a comparison between objects can be also
submitted without using comparative adjectives and adverbs, which usually
serve as quantiers in questions and describe a particular feature or property,
over which comparison or contrast is performed. For example, what to buy and
what to choose -questions as well as similar between and dierence between questions do not usually contain comparative adjectives and adverbs.
Based on the experiments with dierent patterns, we model a generic representation of the comparative questions typical in our corpora of the ltered
questions asked by users on the Russian web. The generalized comparative
question frame is presented below.

hQuestion wordi hgeneralization term1 i hcomp. keyword2 i
hObject1i hconjunctioni hObject2i hconjunctioni hObject3i?
Under generalization term 1 we understand a hypernym, i.e., a superordinate word or more general term, of the compared entities or objects. As Li
et al. [2010] states, for example, Ford and BMW can be compared as automobile manufacturers (or brands). In the question Which mobile phone is
better iPhone or Samsung?, the generalization term is mobile phone for the
compared objects iPhone and Samsung. Comparative keyword 2 means adverbs and adjectives in a comparative (sometimes superlative) form and such
words as dierence, advantage, similarity, choose, compare etc. All comparative patterns are collected together and displayed in Table A.1 and Table A.2
in Appendix A.
The comparative question model presented above is a generalized encoding of comparative questions, in which the elements can occur in dierent
combinations, and represents possible forms of the requests for comparison.
Based on the model, we have created two patterns exploiting the length of the
questions as the main feature. In the Yandex corpus, we have counted approximately 5 million questions matching the pattern [5-6 words or] with 71%
of them being comparative and almost 8 million examples matching the pat27
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tern [5-6 words COMP ADJ|ADV exclude or], which gives an 81% ratio
of comparative questions. It is important to note that we have not considered the patterns based on the question length for the Otvety@Mail.ru corpus.
This is due to the verbosity of the questions asked on the community question
answering platform. This verbosity often includes an introductory part like
What would you recommend followed by a question, I am interested in your
opinion and question, or I am going to buy a new mobile phone and question.
This objectively makes the average length of the questions bigger and rather
dicult to predict.

3.2.2 Classication Results
The works on identication of comparative sentences made by Jindal and Liu
[2006a,b] report that keyword-based comparison mining has a high recall and
a low precision; thus, it is used for candidate mining as the rst step in a
comparative sentences classication. In contrast, our pattern-based approach
uses words and part-of-speech tags combinations to match questions rather
than single keywords. We have designed the comparative patterns to cover as
many question examples as possible on the one hand and obtain a high inclusion of comparative examples matching a given pattern on the other hand.
We use our collection of patterns to classify questions in two corpora, Yandex
and Otvety@Mail.ru, into comparative and non-comparative based on simple
rules as shown in Algorithm 3.1. Each question is checked on matching one
of the comparative patterns in the collection. If a given question matches the
pattern it is assigned with a comparative class and non-comparative otherwise.
We omit a pattern containing single or conjunction because of its small accuracy as shown in Table A.1 in Appendix A. For classication, the comparative
patterns are encoded using regular expressions in Python. The questions are
preprocessed by punctuation removal and lowercasing.

Algorithm 3.1: Annotate questions in the dataset with classes
inputs : A single, un-labeled question
output: A label 'comparative' or 'non-comparative'
for pattern ← pattern_collection do
if match(pattern, question) then
return 'comparative'
end
end
return 'non-comparative'
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We used a set of comparative patterns for a binary classication task
and obtained 44,170,477 comparative questions in the Yandex corpus, which
amounted to 2.9% of all question queries. To evaluate classier performance,
we randomly sample 1000 classied examples and manually check the correctness of classication. We utilize standard performance measures such as
accuracy, precision, recall, and F1. For the classier performance evaluation
we use the following terms to describe the results of the classier predictions:

Predicted class

Actual class
Comparative

Non-comparative

Comparative

True positive (TP)

False positive (FP)

Non-comparative

False negative(FN)

True negative(TN)

Accuracy refers to how close overall predicted classes to actual or how accurately the classier can distinguish between comparative and non-comparative
questions in a binary classication task. Accuracy is a good measure only if
the amounts of false positive and false negative predictions are almost same.
It is calculated as

Accuracy =

TP + TN
TP + FP + FN + TN

Precision refers to how close to each other measurements for each class or,
in other words, how good the classier performs in predicting comparative and
non-comparative questions. Low precision usually indicates a high number of
the false positive predictions. It is dened as

P recision =

TP
TP + FP

Recall describes how many of the truly comparative questions our classier
labeled. Low recall indicates many false negative predictions. It is calculated
as
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Recall =

TP
TP + FN

F1 score refers to the harmonic mean between the precision and the recall
and is useful to use when classes are distributed unevenly. It is calculated as

F 1 score = 2 ×

recall × precision
recall + precision

Table 3.1 demonstrates our pattern-based classier performance on the
whole Yandex corpus based on 1000 randomly sampled and manually checked
classication results.
Table 3.1:

Pattern-based classier performance evaluation on the Yandex corpus.

Performance measures, %
Measurement

Value
72
44
100
61

Accuracy
Precision
Recall
F1 score

In the Otvety@Mail.ru, the pattern-based classier labeled 852,652 questions as comparative, i.e., 11.1% in the corpus. The performance measures
based on randomly sampled 1000 classied examples are slightly lower than
those obtained on the Yandex dataset and shown in Table 3.2. Overall, the
questions in Otvety@Mail.ru are more verbose and have weaker inner-sentence
structure, which makes a process of matching with patterns more complex and
less accurate.
Our pattern-based classier demonstrates a very good coverage of all possible comparative questions producing a very low rate of false negative predictions, i.e., comparative questions, which are classied as non-comparative, and
a high rate of false positive, which are non-comparative questions classied as
comparative. This is reected in a high recall and a rather low precision of the
classication.
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Pattern-based classier performance evaluation the Otvety@Mail.ru cor-

Performance measures, %
Measurement

Value
67
34
99
51

Accuracy
Precision
Recall
F1 score

We discuss in Section 3.3 a classication performance on a positive comparative class separately, i.e., how well the classier is able to identify comparative
questions.

3.3 Discussion
This chapter introduces a list of lexical and syntactic patterns used for identifying comparative questions in Russian. The collection of the patterns was
built based on available corpora with questions submitted by users on the
Russian web in the year 2012 representing a full variety of questions users
can ask. Identication of comparative questions using hand-crafted rules can
be quite accurate yet inecient time-wise. Pattern-based classication gives a
very high recall that guarantees all possible variations of comparative questions
are covered; however, non-comparative questions are also very often classied
as comparative. A combined confusion matrix of the pattern-based classier
results calculated on overall 2000 random samples of positively and negatively
classied examples on both datasets Yandex and Otvety@Mail.ru is shown in
Figure 3.4. The classier gives a very low rate of false negative and relatively
high rate of false positive predictions.
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Confusion matrix of the combined Yandex and Otvety datasets patternbased classication.

Figure 3.4:

Nevertheless, a pattern-based identication is a good way to mine candidates for further application of machine learning algorithms and can be
assumed as the rst step in a two-level comparative question mining. Several examples of misclassications are presented in Table 3.3. The misclassied examples show that the pattern-based comparative question classier very
well captures structural peculiarities of the comparatives as a linguistic phenomenon, yet cannot distinguish between comparative questions seeking for
reasoning support and asking for facts or between direct and indirect comparative questions.
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Table 3.3:

Misclassied examples using the pattern-based classier.

Misclassied examples
Yandex
False positives

False negatives

Êàêîé ìàòåðèàë äëÿ êóõíè ëó÷øå?

Which material is better for the
kitchen?




èëè



What is correct spelling doors or dors?



Êàê ïðàâèëüíî
äâåðÿìè?

ïèñàòü

äâåðüìè

Otvety@Mail.ru
False positives

False negatives

Î÷åíü âàæíî!
Ïîññîðèëèñü ñ ïàðíåì
î÷åíü ñåðü¼çíî! Ïîìèðèìñÿ? Èëè âñ¼, íå
áóäåò áîëüøå îòíîøåíèé?!

×òî,
ïðîêëàäêà
ãîëîâêà? ÂÀÇ 2114

Ïîñîâåòóéòå,
êàê
óñòàíîâëåííóþ èãðó?

Êòî,
Ïóòèí
Ìåäâåäåâ?

èëè

Very important! Broke up with a Layer pad or butt end?
boyfriend! Will it come over it? Or VAZ 2114.
it's the end and there won't be relationship anymore?
ëó÷øå

óäàëèòü

Advice, how is it better to remove the Putin or Medvedev?
installed game?
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Chapter 4
Machine Learning-based
Comparative Question Mining

Due to the sparsity and variability of natural language, the pattern-based
classier proposed in Chapter 3 can be satisfactory only to some extent since
it gives a high recall and low precision. We also observe that it is rather dicult
to distinguish comparative questions seeking reasoning support using only a
pattern matching. Thus, exploiting machine learning is a logical next step in
mining comparative questions. The present chapter introduces a supervised
machine learning algorithm trained on a manually labeled dataset.

4.1 Building a Labeled Corpus
In order to teach computers to understand natural language and assign classes
to text documents, it does not suce to simply provide machines with a large
amount of raw text. Availability of data examples manually labeled into dierent classes by human experts is crucial not only for building a classier based
on a supervised machine learning algorithm but also important and necessary
for validation and evaluation of the classier performance.

4.1.1 Dataset Preparation
We have at hand 1.5 billion records from the Yandex logs and 11.2 million
entries from Otvety@Mail.ru from the year 2012. Both datasets were preprocessed as described in the research work by V
olske et al. [2015] including
ltering out queries in the form of questions, removing spam and bots, excluding repeated and non-unique questions. From the Otvety@Mail.ru corpus,
we have extracted 7.7 million questions, which have an answer chosen by the
user as the best. In order to prepare the data for annotation with classes, we,
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rst, have randomly sampled 1000 questions from each of both datasets. We
have manually labeled questions and calculated that the number of comparative ones in the Yandex corpus is around 12% and approximately 4% in the
Otvety@Mail.ru. As we aim to build a labeled dataset to train an automated
machine learning classier, we need to increase the ratio of comparative questions in the dataset, ideally making the number of positive and negative examples equal. At the second step, we use a collection of comparative patterns to
mine comparative examples from the raw data. Our pattern-based approach
gives a high recall, meaning that almost all possible variations of comparative questions are covered. At the same time, a lower accuracy guarantees to
ll the dataset with dicult examples for classication. Random sampling,
in turn, ensures mining questions free from predened comparative patterns.
In order to decrease the bias in the dataset, we also have mined examples,
which exclude comparative patterns, applying if-not-in-patterns condition as
shown in Figure 4.1. The nal dataset ready for manual annotation contains
10,000 questions, where roughly equal amounts were mined from the Yandex
and Otvety@Mail.ru datasets.

4.1.2 Data Labeling
Even though our pattern-based comparative question mining approach performs with a satisfactory accuracy, there still remain weaknesses such as difculties with ltering out comparative questions, which seek for reasoning or
argumentation support in answers. To solve this task, we exploit supervised
machine learning trained on a manually labeled dataset. The labeling was performed by volunteers, native Russian speakers of dierent age, occupation and
educational background who resided both in Germany and Russia. To prepare
data for class annotation, we randomly shue the questions and group them
into chunks of 100 examples each. The questions are collected in a table with
two columns. The rst column includes the question examples and the second
is kept empty for assigning labels yes for comparative questions, no for noncomparative, not clear or nc for cases when annotators cannot decide which
category to assign. We consider as comparative only the questions seeking for
reasoning support, which are reasoning comparative questions according to the
classication in Figure 3.2 and simultaneously direct comparative according to
the classication in Figure 3.3. The questions, which are comparative from a
purely linguistic point of view, i.e., containing syntactic and lexical comparative structures but do not seek for argumentation or reasoning in the answer
and do not assume several objects being compared in the answer, have been
asked to be labeled as non-comparative. The annotators are instructed to
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Figure 4.1:

The process of mining questions for the labeled dataset.

label questions according to the following principleif the question has an intent to compare two or more objects and the asker's expectation for reasoning,
argumentative or opinionated support in the answer is clearly present in the
question, this question has to be marked as comparative. Any other questions,
which do not allow reasons, arguments, and opinion in the answer and rather
can be answered with facts have to be labeled as non-comparative. We have
provided the annotators with several complex examples as presented below.
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Yes
(comparative)

No
(non-comparative)

Questions containing two or more
objects or entities to be compared
listed often (but not necessarily)
with a conjunctive or.

Questions asking for correct spelling,
for time dierences or requesting for
factual information.

Which phone is more reliable Which river is longer the Nile
Samsung or iPhone?
or the Amazon?
Questions with superlative adjectives and adverbs with compared objects listed.

Questions with superlative adjectives and adverbs, which do not contain compared objects.

Who is the best soccer player Who is the best soccer player in
Messi or Ronaldo?
the world?
Questions asking for dierences or
commonalities between the objects,
which allow sharing opinion, experience, reasons and arguments in the
answer.

Questions requesting information
about dierences or commonalities
in the time zones, xed denitions
and concepts, currency rates and
other subjects, which do not allow personal opinion, reasons or
arguments.

What is the dierence between What is the dierence between
lenses in canon d550 and d600? adverbs and adjectives?
Questions seeking for advice to
choose between the objects.

Questions asking for advice in general not assuming concrete options.

What is it better to go for va- Where is it better to go for vacation Turkey or Cyprus?
cation with children?
When post-processing labeled examples, we inspected the entries marked
as not clear and assigned either comparative or non-comparative class to
the examples. The labeled datasets were merged together in a single classannotated corpus. Overall, we obtained 35% of comparative and 65% of noncomparative labeled questions in the corpus.
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4.2 Supervised Classication
Except for a manual text classication, where a decision whether a given example belongs to the one or other class is made by humans, and rule-based
classication, where the rule establishes a combination of words to assign a
class, there exist machine learning classication algorithms, where rules are
automatically learned from training data. The rst two approaches are inefcient and expensive for large amounts of text data. Dierently, supervised
machine learning can be seen as an imitation of humans in performing a text
classication task at much higher speed and on much larger amounts of data.

4.2.1 Computational Model
Raw text cannot be directly used as an input for supervised learning. In
order for the machine learning algorithm to learn eectively and eciently
from the labeled data, input text must be carefully and accurately annotated.
Annotation of the text assumes converting raw text into machine-readable form
by means of adding metadata. For example, Pustejovsky and Stubbs [2012]
recommend a multi-stage annotation of the data over several cyclic iterations
in order to achieve the highest classication results; this includes revising the
annotation after testing and evaluating the classier performance.
To perform annotation, we are interested in a morphological parser for Russian to do mainly part-of-speech tagging and lemmatization. Based on comparative studies of the most popular Russian parsers by Dereza et al. [2016] and
Kotelnikov et al. [2017], we have chosen MyStem built by Segalovich [2003] and
pymorphy2 created by Korobov [2015] as very accurate. For example, according to the study by Kotelnikov et al. [2017], pymorphy2 demonstrates a high
accuracy for lemmatization and a high F1 measure for POS tagging. The package is written in Python and is an open source software. We use the parser for
running experiments on the relatively small labeled dataset of 10,000 questions.
MyStem provides a dictionary-based analysis and able to solve a disambiguation problem as well as infer a morphology for unknown words. According
to evaluation in the study by Kotelnikov et al. [2017], MyStem demonstrates
the best results for both lemmatization and POS tagging in comparison with
other popular morphological parsers for Russian. We use MyStem to run experiments on the whole available corpora of more than 1.5 billion records on
the cluster with 150 distributed nodes due to a large amount of data. The
parser allows a console input  output and is more convenient for distributed
computations on large amounts of data. Unfortunately, part-of-speech taggers
for Russian tend to fail in recognizing words written with non-Cyrillic letters
and assign a none tag to such words. We have found in total about 160 million
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questions containing words written with Latin characters in the Yandex corpus, i.e., 11% of the total amount of questions, and approximately 0.5 million
records in Otvety@Mail.ru, i.e., 7%. Mostly, they are brands and trademarks
or original names of computer games, movies, books, personalities, celebrities
etc. To overcome this, we have performed a character-by-character transliteration and tested the chosen parsers, which have tagged transliterated words as
nouns. Several results of the part-of-speech tagging of the transliterated words
from Latin into Cyrillic characters are presented below.
Original word

Transliteration

POS tag

iphone

èïõîí

Noun

samsung

ñàìñóíã

Noun

nokia

íîêèà

Noun

The Russian language has six grammatical cases and three genders, which
make the endings of the verbs, adjectives, and nouns inate. For example, the
noun mother takes the following forms according to the cases.
Word

Case

ìàìà

Nominative

ìàìû

Genitive

ìàìå

Dative

ìàìó

Accusative

ìàìîé

Prepositional

ìàìå

Instrumental

Considering single and plural forms of the nouns, each word takes in total
12 forms. Adjectives change their endings according to 3 genders, 2 numbers
and 6 cases amounting to 36 possible variations. To avoid unnecessary excessive size of the vocabulary used in classication algorithm, we lemmatize each
noun and adjective; the verbs are brought to the innitive form. On the one
hand, we aim to decrease the dependency of the model from the words themselves and increase the importance of the comparative form of the adverbs and
adjectives on the other hand. To achieve this, we include in the annotation
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algorithm a substitution of the comparative adjectives and adverbs by their
part-of-speech-tag as presented in Algorithm 4.1.

Algorithm 4.1: Annotate questions in the dataset
Pos (Question)
inputs : Questions in corpus
output: Annotated questions
Initialize sent ← ∅
foreach word in question do
if len(word) > 1 then
if POS.tag(word) = COMP then
sent ← (sent + 'COMP')

end
else

sent ← (sent + lemma(word) + POS.tag(word)

end
end
end
return sent

Each annotated question contains a sequence of words followed by their
POS tags; if the word is a comparative adjective or adverb then only a POS
tag COMP is placed. The whole annotation pipeline includes the following
steps.

• Punctuation removal and lowercasing of the words.
• Removal of the one-character words.
• Transliteration of the Latin characters into Cyrillic.
• Word lemmatization.
• Adding part-of-speech tags to the words and substitution of the comparative adjectives and adverbs by a POS tag.
An example of a few questions annotated with part-of-speech tags and used
further to feed the classier is presented below.
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Original question

Annotated question

×òî ëó÷øå iphone 8 èëè Samsung
nokia?

÷òî CONJ COMP èïõîí NOUN
èëè CONJ ñàìñóíã NOUN íîêèà
NOUN

Êàêàÿ ðàçíèöà ìåæäó canon d550
è canon d500?

êàêîé ADJF ðàçíèöà NOUN
ìåæäó PREP öàíîí NOUN ä550
NONE öàíîí NOUN ä500 NONE

Feature Engineering
Choosing features for the text annotation to feed a classier is as important
as choosing a proper machine learning algorithm. We have compared performances of the linear support vector machine based on dierent sets of the
features and show results in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1:

Performance of the linear SVM trained with dierent feature sets.
Performance measures

Measure
Accuracy
Precision
Recall
F1 score

Words, POS
tags, subst.
comp, unigrams

0.9259
0.9176
0.9194

0.9180

POS tags
only

tags, without

tags, subst.

subst. comp,

comp, uni-, bi-

unigrams

trigrams

0.7928
0.7556
0.7436
0.7870

0.9223
0.9144
0.9145
0.9142

Words, POS

Words, POS

0.9261
0.9187

0.9192
0.9183

The classier performs surprisingly well already only on the part-of-speech
tags without using actual words. We have also noticed that substitution of
the comparative adverbs and adjectives as shown in Algorithm 4.1 gives only
a slight improvement, yet can be useful in the classication of large amounts
of unseen data, where with a high probability new words, which are not in the
model's vocabulary, can occur. Even though a combination of uni-, bi- and
trigrams together gives a tiny improvement, the drawback of these features is
a huge vocabulary leading to the increase of the computational costs. Considering a trade-o between classiers eciency and eectiveness, we choose
for the future experiments the feature model as presented in Algorithm 4.1,
corresponding to the rst column in Table 4.1.
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4.2.2 Machine Learning Algorithm
Machine learning algorithms are assumed to substitute humans in many common tasks. For text classication, choosing a proper algorithm from many
available is crucial. As previously discussed, we build a classier based on a
supervised learning approach. According to the review in Chapter 2, support
vector machines and Naive Bayes are the most frequently used methods in text
classication.
We address previous research done on evaluation of dierent approaches.
In the article Machine Learning in Automated Text Categorization, Sebastiani [2002] concludes that boosting-based classiers, support vector machines
and regression methods perform best in text classication. In another research
work Methods for Identifying Comparative Sentences, Saritha and Pateriya
[2014] use a Naive Bayesian classier, SVM, and Bayesian network. The study
Identifying Comparative Sentences in Text Documents conducted by Jindal and Liu [2006a] reports exploiting both naive Bayesian classication and
support vector machines and states that SVM performs unsatisfactorily. The
book Natural Language Processing with Python written by Bird et al. [2009]
recommends decision trees, Naive Bayes and Maximum Entropy classiers for
text classication. Based on common practices in the research community, we
choose to train classiers built on support vector machines with linear and
RBF kernels, decision trees, Bernoulli Naive Bayes suitable for binary classication, logistic regression and gradient boosting. In order to evaluate classier
performance, we use a random split of the labeled dataset with 90% for training and 10% for testing. The question examples from the labeled dataset are
represented as feature vectors using bag-of-words unigram features with a vocabulary built over the annotated data as described in Section 4.2.1. We evaluate classiers based on a ve-fold cross-validation using standard measures
of accuracy, precision, recall, and F1. The performance evaluation results are
collected in a tabular form and presented in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2:

Comparison of the classiers' performance on the labeled dataset.
Performance measures

Measure
Accuracy
Precision
Recall
F1 score

SVM
Linear
0.9259

0.9176
0.9194
0.9180

SVM
RBF

Decision
Tree

Bernoul.
NB

Logistic
Regres.

Grad.
Boost

0.9197
0.9116

0.9051
0.8953
0.8982
0.8950

0.9008
0.9052
0.8744
0.8867

0.9241
0.9165
0.9165
0.9164

0.9250

0.9117

0.9115

0.9207

0.9131
0.9167

All algorithms perform very well on the manually labeled 10,000 questions
and their performances are very close to each other. However, in our experiments, support vector machines, logistic regression, and gradient boosting
perform the best in the task of identifying comparative questions.

4.2.3 Classication Results
Our supervised machine learning-based comparative classier trained on the
annotated and manually labeled data is exploited to identify comparative questions in the whole available corpora with the questions submitted by users on
the Russian web. We also investigate a distribution of comparative questions
over dierent topical categories of the question queries. First, we use a question
category classier as described in the paper by Volske et al. [2015] and split
the questions into 14 topic-like categories. Since support vector machine and
linear regression algorithms have shown better results, we run both classiers
on the questions in the category consumer electronics in order to evaluate
their performances and choose the most accurate method for classication of
a large amount of text data. We randomly sample 100 positive and 100 negative predictions and calculate performance. Even though the support vector
machine demonstrated a very high recall of 100%, its overall performance was
rather poor with 33% F1 measure. Linear regression, in contrast, has shown
much better performance as 85% F1 measure. Consequently, we choose linear
regression to conduct classication on the whole Yandex and Otvety@Mail.ru
corpora.
We have calculated a number of questions in each category and run the
comparative classier over the questions in the Yandex corpus to estimate
the number of comparative examples. We arrange the results by comparative
ratioa proportion in percent of the comparative questions in each category
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in a descending order and collect them in Table 4.3. In total, the classier
identied 1.8% of comparative questions in the whole Yandex dataset (compare
with 2.9% obtained by the pattern-based approach).
Table 4.3:

Comparative questions in the Yandex corpus sorted by categories.

Yandex: 1,500,825,102 questions.
Category

Questions
in category

Comparative
questions

education
society_culture
consumer_electronics
home_garden
health
family_relationships
cars_transportation
entertainment_music
sports
business_nance
beauty_style
adult
computers_internet
games_recreation

98,450,656
97,443,356
99,363,186
170,496,347
129,091,266
72,357,503
146,408,887
94,118,056
43,613,556
137,092,094
98,075,280
55,936,554
145,029,127
113,349,234

3,134,609
2,563,935
2,414,295
4,056,252
2,654,259
1,467,107
2,829,809
1,603,967
695,861
2,104,212
1,312,472
717,097
1,162,806
814,506

3.2
2.6
2.4
2.3
2.1
2.0
1.9
1.7
1.6
1.5
1.3
1.3
0.8
0.7

27,531,187

1.8

Total/Average

Comparative
ratio, %

To evaluate classier performance, we randomly sample 200 questions from
each category separately, 100 from positively classied examples, i.e., comparative questions, and 100 from negative. We manually check all labels predicted
by the classier in order to estimate its performance. Due to a high cost of
the manual processing, we evaluate a classier performance on four categories.
Table 4.4 shows the evaluation results.
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Table 4.4:

egories.

Classier performance evaluation on the Yandex corpus for several cat-

Performance measures, %
Category

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

F1 score

consumer_electronics
family_relationship
cars_transportation
computers_internet

87
78
68
66

74
56
36
33

100
100
97
100

85
71
53
50

Average

75

50

99

65

We then apply the comparative question classier to the categories in the
Otvety@Mail.ru. The classication results are presented in Table 4.5. One can
see the dierence in allocations of the comparative questions in the categories
between the two datasets. The community-based question answering platform
is more often used by users to ask comparative questions about electronic
devices and cars. Users seek for advice or opinion from other humans when
choosing goods to buy and, in contrast, educational questions or social and
political questions are more often submitted to the search engine.
Table 4.5:

gories.

Comparative questions in the Otvety@Mail.ru corpus sorted by cate-

Otvety@Mail.ru: 7,671,254 questions.
Category
consumer_electronics
cars_transportation
home_garden
sports
society_culture
education
adult

Questions
in category

Comparative
questions

280,688
395,263
565,664
278,926
943,082
363,226
981,292

17,133
21,522
25,766
12,067
39,796
14,744
39,062

Comparative
ratio, %
6.1
5.4
4.6
4.3
4.2
4.1
4.0

Continues on the next page
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Table 4.5: Comparative questions in the Otvety@Mail.ru corpus sorted by categories (continued).

Otvety@Mail.ru: 7,671,254 questions.
Category
beauty_style
business_nance
health
family_relationships
entertainment_music
computers_internet
games_recreation

Questions
in category

Comparative
questions

311,010
409,096
419,388
1,250,761
704,830
476,390
291,638

11,324
13,580
13,039
37,987
19,385
10,245
4625

3.6
3.3
3.1
3.0
2.8
2.2
1.6

280,275

3.7

Total/Average

Comparative
ratio, %

Overall, the comparative classier demonstrates a slightly worse performance on the Otvety@Mail.ru (see Table 4.6), which is similar to the patternbased classication. This is due to the verbosity of the questions typical in the
community question answering.
Classier performance evaluation on the Otvety@Mail.ru corpus for
several categories.
Table 4.6:

Performance measures, %
Category

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

F1 score

consumer_electronics
family_relationship
cars_transportation
computers_internet

77
72
69
68

57
44
39
36

95
100
98
97

71
61
56
53

Average

72

44

98

60

The averaged performance of the comparative classier on both corpora
Yandex and Otvety@Mail.ru is presented in Table 4.7.
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Table 4.7:

Overall averaged classier performance evaluation on the web corpora.

Performance measures, %
Measurement

Value
73
98
47
63

Accuracy
Precision
Recall
F1 score

4.3 Comparative Questions on the Russian Web
The classier based on supervised machine learning identies a total number of
approximately 27.5 million as comparative questions in the Yandex corpus. As
a reminder, out of all search engine logs from the year 2012, we consider only
the queries submitted in the form of natural language questions; we consider
as comparative only the questions seeking reasoning support and do not count
factoid questions and questions with superlatives as well as indirectly comparative ones. In Section 4.4, we discuss in more detail the performance of the
classier on the comparative class only. According to the confusion matrix presented in Figure 4.2, only half of the questions classied as comparative are in
fact reasoning comparative, which results in approximately 14 million examples
or close to 1% in the Yandex corpus. This means that every two seconds, one
comparative question is submitted to the Russian search engine, which most
frequently occur in the query categories such as education, society and culture,
and consumer electronics (see Table 4.3). Following the same methodology,
we estimate a ratio of comparative questions asked on a community question
answering platform as 1.6%, with the most frequent occurrences in the categories consumer electronics, cars and transportation, and home and garden
(see Table 4.5). This means every minute, users ask a comparative reasoning
question on the community question answering web platform.
We have analyzed the basic structure of the questions submitted to the
search engine according to comparative and non-comparative classes and calculated occurrences of the question words. The ve most frequent question
words in the Yandex corpus are grouped in Table 4.8, which presents a relative ratio of questions containing a given question word.
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Table 4.8:

Question words distribution in questions in Yandex.

Comparative
Question word

Non-comparative
Ratio, %

×òî what
Êàê how
Êàêîé which

33
23
14

Êòî

who

3

Ïî÷åìó

why

3

Question word
Êàê how
×òî what
Êàêîé which
Ñêîëüêî

how many/much
Ãäå where

Ratio, %
50
11
7
5
5

Half of the non-comparative questions start with how, thus we can assume
how -questions including how to -questions are the most non-comparative, and,
in contrast, the most comparative are what -questions.

4.4 Discussion
This chapter describes the construction of a comparative question classier
exploiting supervised machine learning trained on the manually annotated
dataset with comparative and non-comparative classes. Creating a labeled
dataset is another contribution of this work. So far, we have annotated
10,000 questions submitted on the Russian web. We introduced an eective
computational model of the question representation to feed a machine learning
classier. The proposed classier performed very well on the labeled dataset
exceeding 91% precision, recall, and F1 measure. The pre-trained classier was
applied to classify questions in the whole Yandex and Otvety@Mail.ru corpora
achieving 65% F1 measure in classifying questions in the Yandex corpora. We
used supervised machine learning to solve a more complex task of identifying
comparative questions seeking reasoning support, which could not be solved
by simply matching questions with comparative patterns. The classier covers
all possible reasoning comparative questions making almost no false negative
predictions (see Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3). However, half of the predicted
comparative questions in the Yandex corpora and 44% in Otvety@Mail.ru are
in fact non-comparative.
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Figure 4.2:

dataset.

Confusion matrix for the machine learning classication of the Yandex

4.3:
Confusion matrix for the machine learning classication of the
Otvety@Mail.ru dataset.
Figure

We oer an approach to dealing with the rather high rate of false positive
comparative predictions. The machine learning classication implementation
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allows considering a condence score of the classier in making a decision
when predicting classes. Any score values lower than 0.5 trigger a negative
prediction and from 0.5 cause positive ones. We now establish a threshold of
0.6 as a decision boundary. Then, the classier identies 8.7 million questions
as comparative in the Yandex data, from which only 25% are misclassied false
positive matches denoting a 50% drop in false positive predictions (compare
with data in Figure 4.2). We propose that a proper classier condence score
threshold should be more thoroughly studied in future work in order to improve
a comparative questions automated classier. Here are several examples of
false positive predictions:
1. Êòî âûèãðàåò Ðîññèÿ èëè Ïîðòóãàëèÿ?

Who will win Russia or Portugal?

2. Â ÷åì ãëàâíîå îòëè÷èå ïåðåìåííûõ ýëåêòðè÷åñêèõ è ìàãíèòíûõ ïîëåé?

What is the main dierence between dynamic electrical and
magnetic elds?

3. ×åì ñòàðøå æåíùèíà  òåì áîëüøå ïðåèìóùåñòâ?
õèòðåå è íåæíåé?

Îíà ìóäðåé,

The older woman the more advantages she has? She (is) wiser,
slier and tenderer?

The rst example is dicult for the classier because its lexical and syntactic content is close to possibly comparative questions. The second is a
comparative factoid questions. This is probably the most complex task to
distinguish between reasoning and non-reasoning comparative questions. The
third example simply contains ve comparative adjectives, which contribute
most in comparative prediction.
This chapter also studies a distribution of the comparative questions in
dierent categories in the search engine logs and community question answering queries. The majority of comparative questions submitted to the Russian
search engine belong to education and asked on the community questions answering platformto consumer electronics categories. Three most frequent
question words, which occur in comparative questions, are what, how and
which.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion

We have discussed a research problem of identication of comparative questions
in the Russian language based on the queries submitted to Yandex, the biggest
search engine for a Russian speaking audience, and community question answering website Otvety@Mail.ru. We consider comparatives in questions both
as a linguistic phenomenon as well as user intent for comparing objects explicitly with reasoning support. In order to identify comparatives seen from a
purely linguistic perspective, we search for strong textual signals in questions
in the form of lexical and syntactic patterns in questions. When trying to
capture a user information need encoded in a given question to receive objects
comparison supported by opinions, arguments, reasons and human experience,
we exploit supervised machine learning.

Research Focus and Main Findings
In order to establish a research path, we dened three research questions at
the beginning of this thesis. The rst triggered a search for textual patterns
in order to identify comparative questions in Russian. We created a collection
of lexical and syntactic patterns to perform a classication of a large amount
of text data containing question queries submitted on the Russian web. Our
pattern-based approach introduced in Chapter 3 performed satisfyingly well
in the binary classication into comparative and non-comparative questions.
However, the limitation of the approach is its inability to go beyond the perception of comparison as a purely linguistic phenomenon. Nevertheless, we can
be sure that such textual patterns exist that can help in recognizing comparisons in texts. We also identied dierent types of comparative questions and
proposed hierarchies, e.g., direct and indirect, reasoning and non-reasoning
comparative.
We redirected the task of capturing user intent for reasoning support in
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comparative questions to a supervised machine learning problem, where human
experts were employed to provide a dataset annotated with classes, from which
an automated machine classier can learn a classication function. Chapter 4
addresses the second research question about building an eective comparative question classier. The chapter rst provides a methodology for creating
a class-annotated dataset with comparative and non-comparative questions
in the Russian language. Second, it proposes a supervised machine learning
based classication model pre-trained on a manually labeled dataset. And nally, Chapter 4 introduces a method to classify a large dataset with more than
1.5 billion questions into comparative and non-comparative classes. The main
challenge for the machine learning approach is to capture user intent for reasoning support in comparative questions. A binary classication of the large
corpora performed very well in terms of standard classier measures. However,
a still high false positive prediction rate is the classier's main weakness. We
propose a methodology of setting a threshold for the classier's condence rate
to signicantlyas it has been conrmed experimentallyreduce false positive
predictions and increase the classier's reliability. Section 4.3 also answers the
third research question and identies that every two seconds users typed a
comparative question in the Russian search engine Yandex in the year 2012,
resulting in 1% of all question queries submitted. We believe that the overall ratio of question queries including comparative questions on the web has
increased by today.

Future Work
Future works in several research areas named in Chapter 1, we believe, can
benet from the results of this thesis. Our proposed approaches can help better understand user intents when they submit question queries on the web.
Moreover, a request for comparison when correctly and properly recognized
can be immediately satised by a search engine with a proper output on the
results page. Throughout our study, we saw that comparative questions possess distinct textual patterns that make it possible to identify such questions.
Moreover, we found that supervised machine learning is able to successfully
capture a user need in reasoning. To improve classier performance, we must
rstly enhance the feature representation of text by including more complex
features reecting syntactical and semantical relations between linguistic units
in reasoning comparative questions. Secondly, a carefully thought-out inclusion of the classier's degree of condence will improve the quality of comparative questions identication. And lastly, an improvement can be achieved by
enriching the training dataset with diverse examples.
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We have made rst observations of the specic type of user need in comparing objects supported by arguments, which they submit on the web. However,
many possible directions in the research around this problem still remain.
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Appendix A
Comparative Patterns for
Pattern-based Mining

Table A.1:

Comparative patterns and statistics in the Yandex corpus.
Yandex: 1,500,825,102 questions

Pattern in Russian

In English

Number of
hits

Oòëè÷(àòüñÿ)1
& è|îò|èëè|ìåæäó

Dierentiate|distinguish &
and|from|or|between

×òî|Êòî ëó÷øå2 ,
exclude èëè3
Ðàçëè÷(àòüñÿ)4
& è|îò|èëè|ìåæäó

Comparative ratio,
%

5,556,748

100

What|Who better,
exclude or

466,343

100

Distinct
& and|from|or|between

455,828

98

Continues on the next page

1 Stem îòëè÷ is used.

This pattern covers îòëè÷èå (dierence, Noun) and also

conjugated forms of îòëè÷àòüñÿ (dier, Verb).

2 Indirect type of comparison, in which objects for comparison are not specied unam-

biguously.

3 Questions with èëè (or) are excluded.
4 Stem ðàçëè÷ is used. This pattern covers ðàçëè÷èå (distinction, Noun) and also

conjugated forms of ðàçëè÷àòüñÿ (distinguish, Verb).
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Table A.1:

Comparative patterns and statistics in the Yandex corpus (continued).
Yandex: 1,500,825,102 questions

Pattern in Russian

In English

Ïðåèìóùåñòâ(î)5 |
íåäîñòàò(îê)
& ïåðåä|íàä|ñðàâíåíè(å)

Advantage|aw
& over

COMP ADV|ADJ
& èëè

Number of
hits

Comparative ratio,
%

34,308

98

COMP ADV|ADJ
& or

5,513,516

97

Êàê(îé) & COMP
ADV|ADJ, exclude èëè2

Which & COMP
ADV|ADJ, exclude or

8,978,548

97

×òî îáùåãî|ñõîäñòâî|
ñõîæ(è)

What common|
similar

336,321

95

Êàê ïðàâèëüíî|
ïèøåòñÿ & èëè6

How correct|
to write & or

849,555

94

Ïëþñ(û) & ìèíóñ(û)

Plus(es) & minus(es)

15,249

94

Ðàçíèöà
& îò|ìåæäó|è|èëè7

Dierence
& from|between|and|or

600,252

93

Âûáðàòü|êóïèòü|âçÿòü
& èëè|ìåæäó

Choose|buy|take
& or|between

627,900

90

Ñàì(ûé)|íàèáîëåå
& ADV|ADJ,
exclude ëó÷øèé2

Most & ADV|ADJ,
exclude best

2,841,788

83

5-6 words8
& COMP ADV|ADJ,
exclude èëè

5-6 words
& COMP ADV|ADJ,
exclude or

7,880,305

81

Continues on the next page
5 Excluding endings of the nouns; assumed inclusion of all inected noun forms.
6 Non-reasoning type of comparison, asking for facts, correct spelling, time dierences
and so on.

7 Records with âðåìÿ or ÷àñîâîé (e.g. Êàêàÿ ðàçíèöà âî âðåìåíè ìåæäó Ìîñêâîé

è Êèåâîì? - What is time dierence between Moscow and Kiev?) are excluded.

8 We assume the length the question length is 5 to 6 words.
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Table A.1:

Comparative patterns and statistics in the Yandex corpus (continued).
Yandex: 1,500,825,102 questions

Pattern in Russian

In English

Ïî÷åìó & ÷åì

Why & than

271,968

81

Êîãäà|êóäà
& ADV|ADJ comp.,
exclude èëè2

When|Whereto
& ADV|ADJ comp.,
exclude or

431,223

73

5-6 words
& èëè

5-6 words
& or

4,946,512

71

SUPERL ADV|ADJ,
exclude êàê2

SUPERL ADV|ADJ,
exclude how

2,295,896

61

Â ñðàâíåíèè|
ïî ñðàâíåíèþ

In comparison

74,625

55

Èëè

Or

12,205,139

53

56

Number of
hits

Comparative ratio,
%
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Table A.2:

Comparative patterns and statistics in the Otvety@Mail.ru corpus.
Otvety@Mail.ru: 7,671,254 questions
Number of
hits

Comparative ratio,
%

Pattern in Russian

In English

Ïëþñ(û) & ìèíóñ(û)

Plus(es) & minus(es)

2821

99

×òî|Êòî ëó÷øå9 ,
exclude èëè

What|Who better,
exclude or

8064

97

Ïðåèìóùåñòâ(î)10 |
íåäîñòàò(îê)
& ïåðåä|íàä|ñðàâíåíè(å)

Advantage|aw
& over

761

97

Ðàçëè÷(àòüñÿ)11
& è|îò|èëè|ìåæäó

Distinct
& and|from|or|between

5098

95

Oòëè÷(àòüñÿ)12
& è|îò|èëè|ìåæäó

Dierentiate|distinguish &
and|from|or|between

51,946

91

Êàê ïðàâèëüíî|
ïèøåòñÿ & èëè13

How correct|
to write & or

6349

87

×òî îáùåãî|ñõîäñòâî|
ñõîæ(è)

What common|
similar

4860

86

COMP ADV|ADJ & èëè

COMP ADV|ADJ & or

112,891

85

Ðàçíèöà
& îò|ìåæäó|è|èëè14

Dierence
& from|between|and|or

10,741

85

Continues on the next page
9 Indirect type of comparison, in which objects for comparison are not specied unambiguously.

10 Excluding endings of the nouns; assumed inclusion of all inected noun forms.
11 Stem ðàçëè÷ is used. This pattern covers ðàçëè÷èå (distinction, Noun) and also

conjugated forms of ðàçëè÷àòüñÿ (distinguish, Verb).

12 Stem îòëè÷ is used. This pattern covers îòëè÷èå (dierence, noun) and also con-

jugated forms of îòëè÷àòüñÿ (dier, verb).

13 Non-reasoning type of comparison, asking for facts, correct spelling, time dierences

and so on.

14 Questions with âðåìÿ or ÷àñîâîé (e.g. Êàêàÿ ðàçíèöà âî âðåìåíè ìåæäó Ìîñêâîé

è Êèåâîì? - What is time dierence between Moscow and Kiev?) are excluded.
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Table A.2:

tinued).

Comparative patterns and statistics in the Otvety@Mail.ru corpus (conOtvety@Mail.ru: 7,671,254 questions

Pattern in Russian

In English

Êàê(îé) & COMP
ADV|ADJ, exclude èëè9

Which & COMP
ADV|ADJ, exclude or

Â ñðàâíåíèè|
ïî ñðàâíåíèþ

In comparison

Âûáðàòü|êóïèòü|âçÿòü
& èëè|ìåæäó

Number of
hits

Comparative ratio,
%

63,887

72

1972

69

Choose|buy|take
& or|between

20,834

68

Ïî÷åìó & ÷åì

Why & than

16,985

68

Ñàì(ûé)|íàèáîëåå
& ADV|ADJ,
exclude ëó÷øèé9

Most & ADV|ADJ,
exclude best

66,895

51

Êîãäà|êóäà
& COMP ADV|ADJ,
exclude èëè9

When|Whereto
& COMP ADV|ADJ,
exclude or

4227

51

SUPERL ADV|ADJ,
exclude êàê9

SUPERL ADV|ADJ,
exclude how

54,246

29
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